The following phishing or spam e-mail was received by members of the Bergen Community College on or around August 7, 2013. DO NOT click on any links and DO NOT respond to this email or any e-mail you suspect is a phishing attempt. As a reminder, Bergen Community College will never ask for personally identifiable information.

- **From:** "JOE GOSLING" <JOE.GOSLING2@stu.mmu.ac.uk>
- **Sent:** Wednesday, August 7, 2013 9:22:51 AM
- **Subject:** Mail account re-validation warning!

Institution account routine Maintenance.
Due to our latest I.P upgrade we advice you to re-validate this account to avoid loosing access of sending and receiving mail messages.

**IMPORTANT NOTE:** Failure to do this, SENDING and RECEIVING mail operations will be suspended.

Protecting your account is our primary concern, to proceed with the account re-validation and admin assistance Click here on: MAIL RE-VALIDATION.

ITS help desk
Mail Team

*This email has been scanned for all viruses by the message labs email security system.*
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